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SOCIAL WELFARE UNDERPINNINGS
URBAN BIAS AND UNEMPLOYMENT

OF

RichardJ. ArnottandMarkGersovitz
The reallocation of labour from rural to urban areas, although an historical
concomitant of growth in percapitaincomes, is widely viewed to be a troublesome
process.It is a general belief that poor countriesare somehowover-urbanisedand
migration excess'ive, that urban unemployment or underemployment is a
problem, and that the investments to accommodate an expanding urban
population are unjustifiably burdensome. Many governments have reacted to
migration by attempting to control it via internal passport systems and the
forced removal of migrantsto rural areas. Mozambique is a recent case in point.
These concernscontrast sharply with the conclusionsof models of the migration
process. For instance, Bhagwati and Srinivasan (I974) argue that input and
output tax-subsidy schemes can solve all policy problems raised by migration,
without recourseto direct interferencewith the migration decision.'
In this paper we develop a model suggesting greater difficultiesin designing
policy toward migration and the allocation of labour between rural and urban
areas than those identified in the existing literatureon this problem. The critical
factor responsible for our conclusions is that some goods, notably education,
medical care and electricity, cost relatively more in the rural areas than in the
urban areas of LDCs. While these cost differentials are not well documented
(Linn, I982), we believe that they are substantial and help to account for the
relative dearth of thesesgoods and services in the countryside. For instance,
Turvey and Anderson (I 977, p. I 62) considerthat the cost of providingelectricity
in rural areas is typically 2-5 to 4 times higher than in the cities.
This differential-costphenomenon has implicationsfor the efficient allocation
of resourcesin LDCs and for the rural-urban distributionofincome. It bearson a
variety of decisions: unemployment policy, shadow wage pricing of labour,
migration policy, taxation of inputs and outputs, and the provision of public
services. In effect, agriculturalistsare inefficient or high-cost consumers as a
result of their location. As a consequence, there is an incentive, from the social
welfareviewpoint, to discriminateagainst rural residentsif feasible. This general
type of conclusionin a situation of an asymmetricutilityTpossibilitiesfrontierhas
been noted by otherresearchers:see Mirrlees(I 972) and Arnott and Riley (I 977).
It has been dubbed 'the unequal (expost) treatment of (exante) equals' in the
first-bestoptimum. We develop these ideas in the context of the dual economy
with differential costs of consumption in Section II.
1 Other papers using the Harris-Todaro migration mechanism include: Corden and Findlay (I975),
Fields (I975), Gersovitz (I974), Neary (I98I), and Stiglitz (I974, I982). In the Stiglitz (I974) model of
labour turnover and migration there is some indication that optimal unemployment may not be zero
and that a first-best solution cannot be attained without restrictions on migration. However, the
maximising behaviour ofjob search from the employee's viewpoint is not sufficiently specified to prove
this conclusion.
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Discriminationof the type embodiedin the first-bestoptimum can be achieved
in a competitive equilibriumwith an appropriatesubsidy scheme if migrationis
controlled either physicallyor through a tax on the act of migration. If, however,
rural and urban residents must have the same utility, the government cannot
improve on the unrestricted competitive equilibrium. We discuss this equalutilities equilibrium in Section III.
Our central focus is, however, a third type of equilibrium. As discussed in
Section IV, it is one in which policy makers, while unable to control migration
directly, are able to force a wedge between the expected utility of urban residents
and the utility of ruralresidentsby inducing urban unemployment.There is then
a trade-off between unemployment (wasted resources) and sectoral inequality
(desiredgiven the differentialcosts of consumption). We discusswhen a government can raise social welfare by intervening in a competitive economy to create
unemployment. These conditions depend crucially on the proportion of urban
jobs that are potentially available to migrants (non-patronagejobs). Consider
the extreme case in which there are no non-patronagejobs; rural residentshave
no incentive to migrate to the city, and with appropriate government intervention, the firstbest can be achieved. At the other extreme, rural residentshave
the same access to urbanjobs as urban residents.In this case, urban unemployment idles labour without generating any socially desirableinequality, and the
government must be resigned to the equal-utilities allocation. In intermediate
cases it may be worth creating some unemploymentto generate some inequality.
We term the resulting equilibrium a second-best, unemployment equilibrium.
The example beginning in footnote 3 on page 4I 7 makes some of these points in
an explicit and consistent manner under rather stark assumptions.
The final section of the paper discussesthe shadow wage implications of the
model of differential costs. We show that the shadow wage depends on whether
individuals hired for government projectsare ensured an urban sectorjob or are
from the group facing possible unemployment in their search for urban
employment.
I. THE

GENERAL

MODEL

There is a fixed number of ex anteidentical individuals in the closed economy.
An individual may work either in the manufacturing (M) sector located in the
urban area, or in the agricultural (A) sector, or be unemployed (u). Individuals
must reside and consume in the sector where they work or are unemployed- a
critical indivisibility or non-convexity.
Tastes are describedby the strictly concave utility function U(a, m), where a is
consumption of the agriculturalgood, and m consumption of the manufactured
good, including public services. It is the m-goodthat is relatively more expensive
to providein the ruralareas.The social valuation of utility is given by the concave
function, S(U).
The policy-maker'sobjective is to maximise social welfare,
W = L,MS[U(aM,mM)] + LAS[U(aA, mA)] +L.S[U(a., m)]
(I)
where Li is the proportion of individuals in activity i, and ai and mi are the
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quantities they consume. The unemployed are not distinguishedby sector, since
the model is such that only urban unemployment occurs, as will soon be evident.
The production of both outputs uses only labour. Each workerhas a constant
marginal product of a in agricultureand I in manufacturing.These assumptions
are made for analytical convenience because the considerationof factor-income
distribution when fixed factors other than labour exist raises thorny questions
about the distribution of factor ownership and the taxation of factor rents. We
hope to relax this assumptionin future researchbut believe that valuable insight
can be gained most easily in this simplifiedframework.
Agricultural goods are privately consumed and costless to transport, and
therefore
(2)
aCLA-a,A L.A -amLM-auLu = o.
The output of the manufacturing sector is used either in the city or in the
countryside:
= o,

LM-OmALA-mMLM-mUL.

(3)

where 8 > I is the ratio of the cost of the m-goodin the countrysideto its cost in
the urban area. The parameter8 representsevaporation, as in the loss of electric
power as a result of the relatively greater transmissiondistances in the rural
sector.' Labour balance (everyone is engaged in some activity) implies that
I -L,-LM5-Lu

=

o.

(4)

Finally, we develop a migration equilibrium condition which is applicable
when there is free migration, but not otherwise. We assume that a rural migrant
does not have access to all jobs in the urban area. The parameter,1f,denotes the
fraction of all manufacturingjobs that a migrant has a chance of obtaining.
This parameter has at least two interpretations. First, (i - f) may be conceptualised as the fraction of urban sector jobs that is available through
patronageor connections,which incorporatesthe fact that urban-borncity dwellers
may be more efficientin search than migrants.Alternatively, (i -fi) may represent a policy parameter with the government able to ensure that (i - I) of the
urbanjobs go to city-dwellers,but unable to assign the remainder.The extent of,
and rules applicable to, government employment are an important determinant
of fi, but at this stage we do not attempt to model the micro-foundationsof ft.
We refer to , as the proportion of non-patronagejobs.
1 There are alternative formulations to this. The additional costs of consuming the m-good in the
rural sector may involve an implicit sacrifice of the a-good rather than the m-good. For instance, travel
to the city for medical care or education involves time away from agricultural production. Or, the good
that costs more in the rural sector may also have to be produced there, often because it is a service. In
this case there are two additional costs in the countryside: that incurred because producers of the
agricultural good consume at higher cost and that incurred because producers of the good with
differential costs are themselves located in the rural sector where they too consume some of the
differential-cost good. In this specification there needs to be some other good that the urban sector can
exchange for the a-good, if the equilibrium without government intervention is to have any urban
sector when the a-good is necessary to survival. Otherwise, these two alternative formulations seem to
lead to largely similar qualitative conclusions to the one we investigate in the paper. Finally, it should
be noted that some goods may be cheaper to consume in the countryside, offsetting the effects we
discuss. If this type of good predominates, which we doubt, our conclusions would be reversed, with
the rural sector having the role of the urban and vice versa.
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Each individual in the urban sector without a patronage job has an equal
chance of obtaining a non-patronagejob, an adaptation of the assumption of
Harris and Todaro (I970). The probability (i) of employment for a migrant
is then
(5)

44+4

Migration occurs until the expected utiJityof a migrant equals the opportunity
cost of leaving agriculture (UA),
UA = 7TUM + (I-if)

(6)

Uu.

Substitution of (5) into (6) yields
Lu(UA-UU)

= 0,

-fALM(UM-UA)

(g)

the form of the equilibrium condition we employ.
The planner'sproblem is to choose the aj's, m,'s, and Lj'sto maximise (i) subject to (2)-(4), and (7) as well if the migration constraint is applicable. The
Lagrangean form is
max - = LMS[U(aM, mM)] + LAS[U(aA,mmA)]
+ LUS[U(au,mu)]+ AA[LA+AM[LI -m

aAL.A- aMLM

ALA -MMLM-M.LU]

+r7[L (UA-

Uu) _#LM(UM-

-

auLu]

+ 0(I -LA-LM4-LU)

(8)

UA)]

where AA, AM, 0 and ? are multipliers.
The correspondingfirst-orderconditions are
?

(ga)

L,!S'sUX'-AALA,+y(ftLM+LU) Ua =?o'

(9b)

-= LMSi
9aM

d

aU-S

-=

=

Ua=

UM-AALM-YILM

au[LuS~UU-AALUYLU

LMSJU

Uau] = 0,

-AMLM -AfLMUTM

= o,

(9c)
(Ioa)

amM
LA=
L,

m
-=

9LM

-=

AA
LA +r (BLM +LU) Ua = 0

(Iob)

- AMLu yLuUau) = o)

(IOc)

mU(LuSuu

SM-A aM-=-Lmfi( UM- UA) +AM (I-mM)

=

o,

(iIa)

U;

--L
t

m

SA+AA(-aA)-b-AMOmA=o

af
[U, = Mu SU,+ (
-u

-q kmu) = 0

(iib)
(iIc)
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Equations (9c), (Ioc) and (I I c) are written explicitly in Kuhn-Tucker form to
reflect the fact that au = o, mu = o and Lu = o are possibilities. To simplify the
algebra, we adopt the realistic assumptionthat aff,,aA, mM,mA > o.'
In the next sections we examine the properties of the solution of particular
forms of this planning problem.
II. THE FIRST-BEST

ALLOCATION

In the first-bestsituation, the planner has control over where individuals locate.
The migration constraint (7) is thereforeinapplicable, and v = o. Propositions
2.I and 2.2 describe some basic characteristicsof the first-bestequilibrium:
PROPOSITION2. 1. Unemployment
is zero(Lu = o).
Proof. Suppose not. Then from (9a), (9c), (ioa) (IOc), and concavity of
U(a, m), aM = au and mM = mu. But then (I I a) is inconsistent with the term in
parentheses in (I I c) equalling zero, which implies that Lu = o. Contradiction.
PROPOSITION2.2. (i) UM > UA
(iii) aM a as S"UaUm+ S'Uam o.

iff m is a normalgood, (ii)

mM > mA

and

Proof: From (9a) and (9b), SMUM = S2 US, while from (Ioa) and (Iob), we
have SMUM= O-1S' US. Define 17= S( U). We may compare the situation of a
manufacturingworkerto that of an agriculturalworkerby totally dilfferentiating
(7a = ko and t7m = k10 with respect to 0 to prove that da/dO has sign - C2am,
dmI/dO< o and dO/dO < o iffm is normal.
Despite the ex ante equality of individuals in the two sectors, the first-best
optimum involves inequality.2 In the 'normal' case, which we assume in the
rest of the paper, urban dwellers are better off than rural dwellers. The fact that
individuals must be located entirelyin one sector or the other for purposesof both
production and consumption is the source of the non-convexity in the model
leading to this result.Agriculturalistsare inefficientconsumersfroma Benthamite
perspective. Urban bias is then the natural outcome of technological conditions
that yield a 0 > I.3
If policy is restrictedto taxes/subsidies on input and output prices, the firstbest cannot be attained. With free migration, nothing prevents agriculturalists
from migrating until (7) is satisfied, which is inconsistent with the first-best
allocation.
1 Consumption levels of each good by the three types of individuals must be non-negative or meet
some other imposed subsistence thresholds. Without these constraints, the solution to the maximisation

can lead to unboundedconsumptionquantities- for instance,whereboth the utility and socialwelfare

functions are homogeneous of degree one and the migration constraint does not apply.
2 So long as some of each good is produced and the manufacturing good has a non-zero income
elasticity.
s The unequal treatment of equals can be presented even more starkly by the following example.
Assume each individual mustconsume a+ of the agricultural good to survive, but neverdesires to consume
more. Further let 0 = oo so that rural residents cannot consume any of the manufactured good (Um(a, o)
is assumed finite). Then labour allocation in the first best will be aLLA= (LM+LLA)a+ = a+. Each
agriculturalist will receive U(a+, o) while each urban resident will receive U(a+, i), i.e. utility from the
whole of his product plus a subsidy of a+. Clearly every agriculturalist would wish to become an urban
resident. There is, however, no escape from the inequality in this economy. Even a Rawlsian would
have to accept that the lot of the worst-off members cannot be improved. We continue this example in
footnotes I on page 4I8 and I on page 419.
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If individuals can be physically allocated between sectors, so that migration
to the urban sector can be stopped, then it is possible to attain the first best. The
planner sets LA and L1, to satisfy the first-order conditions of the planning
problem and prohibits labour movement. Of course, a physical restriction on
migration is not necessary;a prohibitive tax on migrants, if enforceable,would
yield the same result.From (g) and (i o), the consumerprice of the manufacturing
good with the agriculturalgood as numeraire should be p _ AM/AAin the city
and SAM/AAin the countryside. Incomes in the urban and rural sectors should
satisfy (I I). These conditions can be satisfied by imposing an ad valoremsubsidy
of s = (SM- 0) /AM on production of the manufactured good and an ad valorem
tax of t = (i -SA) /A. on production of the agricultural good. There are other

possible decentralisationmechanisms,but restrictionof migration by itself is not
enough. It can be shown that the price ratio AM/AAmay exceed or fall below x;
thus relative consumer prices are not determined by the labour theory of value
despite the linear structure of the technology. This result also derives from the
assumption that individuals must consume goods in the location where they
produce their output.
III.

ANALYSIS

OF THE EQUAL-UTILITIES

ALLOCATION

When there are no patronagejobs so that ft = I, we have
PROPOSITION3.I. (i) L. = o, (ii) UM = UA, (iii) mM > mA and aM < aA.
Proof.From (9 a), (9 c), (1 Oa), (1 Oc), and the propertiesof the utility function,

and mM = mu. Therefore, (I Ia) and (I Ic) imply Lu = o. Hence (9a),
a) and (iob) imply UM = UA. But this implies that agricultural and
manufacturingworkersare on different points on the same indifference curves,
and hence mM > mA and aM < aA.
The equal-utilities allocation is important both as the outcome of ,f = I and
as a referencepoint for the discussionof the unemployment allocation.'
Neither input nor output taxes are required to decentralise this allocation.
The equilibrium relative price in the city will be established at p = AM/IA*.As
can be seen from (9 a, b) and (io a, b), this price satisfies the consumers' equilibrium conditions. From (I I a, b), the value of consumption equals the value of
aM = aU
(9b), (io

income when p = AM/AA, and there are no taxes.

Finally, the labour theory of values does not hold in this equilibrium either:
PROPOSITION3.2. P = AM/AA <

L

Proof From Proposition (3. I), and the facts that (aA, mA) and (amI,mM) are on

the same indifferencecurve and a = PmA+ a,,, while p = pmn,+ aM.
We now turn to the role that unemployment can play as a partial tax on
migration, allowing the planner to achieve an allocation that may be superiorto
the equal-utilities allocation.
1 Continuing the example of footnote 3 on page 417, without a restriction of migration, it would be
impossible for urban residents to consume a+ because they would have nothing to trade agriculturalists
(since 6 = oo). Then LM = o, as everyone returns to the rural sector to obtain agricultural goods and
receives U(a+, o). Agricultural goods would be in a surplus of (ax- a+) per capita. This example makes
clear that the difference in social welfare between the first best and the EUA can be arbitrarily large.
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ALLOCATION

By lowering the probability that a migrant will obtain an urban job, urban
unemployment discourages migration. Unemployment therefore acts as a tax
or partial restriction on migration. We have already shown that a prohibitive
tax or full restriction on migration can be used in decentralising the first-best
allocation. Thus intuition suggeststhat the deliberate creation of unemployment
in an otherwise laissez-fairecompetitive economy, might be welfare-improving
in some circumstances.Such a strategy would not permit attainment of the firstbest allocation, however, since there is no unemployment in the first best. We
now discusswhen an allocation characterisedby positive unemployment dominates the laissez-faire,zero-unemploymentequilibrium of Section III, and when
it does what determines the (second-best)optimal amount of unemployment.
As noted earlier, unemployment can be generated in our economy by the
creation of manufacturingjobs that provide a higher level of utility than agriculturaljobs. If all urbanjobs are non-patronagejobs, however, all individuals
would have the same expected utility. Creating unemployment would have no
beneficial effects, since it would not be successfulin diverting goods from the
rural resident to the averageurban resident (with utility of UA when , = I).
With patronage jobs, however, the creation of unemployment may generate
desired inequality. Goods are effectively redistributed from everyone else to
those residents in the city with patronage jobs (who are efficient pleasure
machines).'

We first examine sufficient conditions for an allocation with positive urban
unemployment to dominate the (zero-unemployment)equal-utilities allocation
(ELUA).We then analyse a special case based on a Cobb-Douglas utility function
for which we can derive necessaryand sufficientconditions as well as some other
characteristicsof the EUA.
The general sufficient condition for there to be an allocation with positive
unemployment that dominates the EUA is that a-/TaL > o, evaluated at the
EUA or equivalently that
[SU-AX

au-

(U- -U

)-AM

m] EUA > 0

(I 2)

This condition itself is not very illuminating. In what follows we consider first
the Benthamite social welfare function, and then more general social welfare
functions.
4.I. If S(U) = U (BenthamiteCase)thenthereis an allocationwith
>
theEUA if Y1EUA > I
Lu o thatdominates
Proof At the EUA, UM = UA and Lu =o. From (i I a, b) these results imply
that 0 = UM, and (I 2) becomes [(UM- Uu) (q- I) -AA aU-AAmmu] > o. It is
easily shown that UM > Uu, A. > o and AM > o, so that with au > o, mu > o, it is
impossible to satisfy (I 2) with,1 < I. Thus YEUA > I is necessary. Buty >, I, (9c)
PROPOSITION

1 In the example of footnotes 3 on page 417 and I on page 4I8, unemployment could not be used to
approximate the first best since with Uu = UA there would always be an incentive to migrate if
UM > UA
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and (i oc) together imply that a. = o, mu = o, so that (I2) reduces to rlEUA> I.
From (9a, b) and S(U) = U,
UM_-UA

IIU >I
_U

LA1

Now [U;'/Ua]EUA

U a + UM

>

,B

(3)

EUA

OP,where p is the marginal propensity to consume m.1

Using this approximation, (I 3) implies
oP (II- f)

> I + ,ALM/ta*(I

3)

Thus, unemployment is more likely to be desirable, the higher is 6 (the greater
the cost differential between town and country), the higher is p (the higher the
marginal propensity to consume m), the lower is , (the higher the percentage of
(the lower the proportionof workersin
patronagejobs), and the lower is LA,I/LA
manufacturing).The higher is 0, the greaterthe inequality that can be generated
from a given loss of output.
If the unemployed cannot be excluded from consumption of some of the
m-good, say because it involves urban amenities available to everyone, then the
condition for urban unemploymentis less likely to be met. (In Proposition4. I the
last step would not be valid, since mu> o would be a constraint.) We now turn
to the non-Benthamite (S" < o) cases.
PROPOSITION

4.2 a. If S" < o and YlEUA> S'[U(o, o)] then thereis an allocation

theEUA.
withLu ? o thatdominates
Proof If1,EUA > S'[U(o, o)], then (9c), (ioc), AM > o, and AA > o together
imply that au = mu = o. Then (I 2) becomes [Su-SM +y (UM- UU)]EuIA> 0

Since YEUA > S'[U(o, o)], then
> SU-SM+S [U(o,o)] (UM-U) > o
from the strict concavity of S. Because terms involving S' appear in (9a, b) it is
not possibleto provide a simple analogue to equation,(I 3) in the non-Benthamite
cases.
In the general, non-Benthamite case, we can however, characterise the
allocation by
SU-SM+y1(Um-UU)

PROPOSITION
4.3. WhenLu > o at the optimum:
(i)

UM

>

(ii) aA 2

UA

> UU,

aM > a.,

(iii) mM > mU t ma, and mM > mA.

Proof. (i) From (7) and the first-orderconditions. (ii) By example. The last
inequality by normality of a and U;Y/UM = Uu/Uu. (iii) Normality of m.
and
As a corollary, equations (9), (i o), S' > o and yl > o imply that UM > UAS
SUM > U.. The planner goes only part way to equating the marginal utilities of
each good (adjustedby 6), as would be done in the firstbest, up to the point where
1 The elasticityof Ua with respectto Um/Ua(or 0) with U held constantequalsminus the marginal
propensityto consumem.
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the efficiencygain from making the marginal utilities more nearly equal is offset
by the efficiency loss from higher unemployment. Of course it is still true that
Uijl/UM = OUa/UA = Ua/Ul , the last equality holding only when mu> o and
au > o.
We now specialise the model by assumingthat S( U) = U = aemle, o <e < I.
The first-order conditions imply au = mu= Uu = o.1 Solving the planner's
problem without imposing the constraint that Lu > o yields
= O (I4)
- LU[,8+ (I - f) LU]+ {6 (ol-e -I) - 01-e[fl + (I -fl)
u]}f(I-Lu)
It can be shown (Appendix) that: (i) of the two roots for LUin (14) only one can
be between zero and one; (ii) when there is a root in this interval, it gives the
optimal unemployment rate; and (iii) positive unemployment is desirableif and
onlyif , is below a threshold value, f8T, where
flT

-

(Ol-eI)e
91-e

(I5)

<

The value of 8T iS strictly less than I because, at f = I, the EUA, optimal
unemployment is actually negative infinity, not zero. It is only the inequality
constraint on Luthat leads to Lu = o in the EUA. Thus f must be distinctly less
than I before the unconstrainedLUincreasesfrom negative infinity to zero.
As ,8increasesfrom zero to one, for 6 > I, the optimal unemploymentrate first
increasesand then decreases.When f8is near zero, there are few non-patronage
jobs and rural dwellers have little incentive to move to the city and unemployment is low; while, with , = I, unemployment creates a cost with no compensating benefit, so that the optimal unemploymentrate is zero. For intermediatef,
however, unemployment can generate desired inequality, and is necessary to
do so. Note that aftT/dO > o. This result accords with the intuition that the
condition for unemployment to be desirable is less stringent the greater the
asymmetryin consumption possibilitiesbetween the two sectors.
Returning to the general, non-Benthamite model, we discuss conditions for
decentralisationof the unemployment equilibrium,taking the agriculturalgood
as numeraire. From (g) and (i o), the manufactured goods prices should be
AM/A.ain the city and OAM/AAin the country. From (i I), the income of agriculturalists,the urban employed and the urban unemployed are, respectively,
YA = a:-(

(I

-SA)/AA,

YM = [AM+SM

-

//;f(UM

UA 1]/A)

6 a)

(i6b)

(i6c)
YU= [Su - 0 +yr (UA-UU) ]/A, @A.
These incomes will just allow the purchase of the consumption bundles at the
appropriateconsumerprices. Since qSis average social utility, (16 a) implies that
agriculturalists are taxed on their initial income of a. The urban employed
1 Although our choice of utility function leads to a corner solution for aA and mA in the first-best
allocation, it creates no problems in the unemployment allocation. Note that at ,8 = i (9) can no longer
be satisfied. Up until this point, a homogeneous-of-degree-one utility function can be consistent with
bounded consumption of each good by each type of individual. It is because the analysis of the model is
so intractable that we adopt this Cobb-Douglas utility function.
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always receive a subsidy, as can be shown by rewriting the ylconstraintin (8) to
involve only LA and L. and rederiving (i 6 b) with redefined but positive AMand
AA.This subsidisationof the urban employed can be interpreted as similar to an
urban minimum wage policy. The total package necessary to sustain a decentralisationof the unemployment allocation does, however, requiremore than
just a minimum wage. If y. > o, the urban unemployed also receive an income
transfer,or unemployment compensation.
Cost benefit analysis of public projectsrequiresa formula for the opportunity
cost of labour. In the unemployment allocation, this cost depends on whether
these jobs are created in the urban or rural sectors, and if in the urban sector,
whether employment is open or closed to migrants. If the jobs are urban, and a
fraction y are open to migrants, then minus the shadow wage in terms of the
agriculturalgood is
I

@

AA-=L

S

- 0A-Wy(UM-

AA

UA) _

AM+y/(y-,J)

(UM_ UA)

Y1=AX

'

( 7

where LPprojectjobs are created.' If y = o so that no projectjobs are available
to migrants,the shadowwage is less than YMsince SM > 0 When y > o, however,
the shadow wage may exceed YM, a particular case being S = U, y = I, and

Uu = mu= aU= o. Also, the shadow wage is greater (smaller) than the value of
the marginal product in manufacturing as y is greater (smaller) than ft. In
general, the shadow wage riseswith y since more unemploymentis induced. On
the other hand, when the project is located in the rural sector and gives project
workers Ua, (i I b) implies that the shadow wage equals a, the marginal product

in agriculture which exceeds YAthe income of agriculturalists.
V. CONCLUSION

The central theme that we have stressedis the dilemma for policy-makerscaused
by the relatively high cost of providing certain goods and servicesto residentsof
rural areas. This one asymmetry between the two sectors results in a social
incentive to discriminateagainst rural residents.Since rural residentswill try to
leave the sector to avoid this discrimination, the first best cannot be attained
unless migration can be restricted. The creation of urban unemployment can,
under certain circumstances, provide a means of discouraging migration.
Consequently there may be a positive optimal unemployment rate.
Becauseunemploymentderivesfrom the desireof migrantsto obtain an urban
job, it is important in the shadow costing of labour in government projects to
know whether migrants view employment with the project as possible or not.
Depending on migrants' access to project employment, the shadow wage can
either exceed or fall below the value of the marginal product of urban sector
employees or the income of employed individuals in the urban sector. These
results contrast sharply with assertionsmade by others that the shadow wage
1 Derived by substituting LM+ L., for LM in all places in (8) except: (i) following v where PlLM+ yL,
is substituted for LM and (ii) following AM where L., is only substituted following mMsince the L.,workers
do not contribute to the output of the m-good.
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should be equal to zero (because there is unemployment), the expected wage in
the urban sector (and therefore always less than income of employed urban
residents)or the wage of the urban employed.
The theoretical frameworksuggestssome prioritiesfor empirical research.As
already noted, there is little knowledge about relative costs of providing different
goods and servicesto the two sectors. There is also very little informationon the
importance to the migration decision of access to goods and servicesat relatively
low prices. Some public goods may be virtually unavailable in the countryside.
Effects should be made to document how migrants obtain jobs and the advantages held by urban-bornjob seekers.
Queen'sUniversity
PrincetonUniversity
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AP PENDIX

Equation (I4)

Analysisof theRootsof Equation(14)
a
is quadratic in L.:
aL2+bL,+c = o,

where a _ (i -I_) (01-6

- I) c

(A I)

+ c + I). The
two roots of (A I) are R+ and R- with R+ > R- found by applying the quadratic
root formula to (A I). Denote the , in (o, I) for which a = o as /a, etc. Then it
can be proved that 8a and f,l are less than 8t, but bear no necessaryrelation to
each other.
[01-6e(e

-,8)]-e

fand

b _(a
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By inspection of the graphs of each coefficientagainst , (not shown) there are
five possible cases
I:
II:
III:
IV:
V:

b > o,
b < o,
b < o,
b < o,
b < o,

a > o,
c > o,
c < o,
c > o,
c < o,

c<
a<
a<
a>
a>

o;
o;
o;
o;
o;

R+ > o,
R+ < o,
R+ < o,
R+ > o,
R+ > o,

RRRRR-

< o,
> o,
< o,
> o,
< o.

Case III can immediately be ruled out since both roots are negative.
The other casescan be examined by makingthe substitutionL = I-.t,
to yield
d_L2
+ b.L+ = o

in (I 4)
(A2)

I. Note that g is linear infl,
where d = a,
+ /5(e- I) 01-e and c
(2-,f-Be)
and the I8a> 8g. By inspection of the graphs of these coefficientsagainst /8, there
are three cases:
I:

2:

3:

>>o, a<o,
>o,
< o,

da>o,
>
a>o,

c<0;

c < 0;
c < o;

P+>o,
P+ > o,
P+ > o,

->o,
- < o,
- < o,

where P+ and k- are defined analogously to R+ and R- but with a, ? and 6
replacing a, b and c. A negative root to equation (A 2) implies L. > I, an
unacceptable value.
Putting these cases together we have
I: 2 or 3: R+ > I, R- < o,

R+ < o, I > R- > o,
IV: 2 or 3: R+ > I, i > R- > o,
II: I:

V: 2or3:

R+ > I,R- < o.

Hence only cases II and IV satisfythe condition that at least one root be positive
but less than one. In both cases it is R- that is acceptable. These cases imply
/6 < fi and we define flT _ 8,.

